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Abstract 

Indirubin can be applied as an anti-cancer drug for inhibition of brain tumors. 
However, its performance is reduced due to hydrophobicity. In this study, we 
synthesized cationic human serum albumin (CHSA) nanoparticle by a new hybrid 
approach for improvement the surface chemistry of albumin and investigate the amount 
of indirubin loaded CHSA nanoparticle. In this study, the generated mechanical force 
from a high-pressure homogenizer (HPH) was used to make nanoparticles with a certain 
size with narrow polydispersity. The results indicated that the size of indirubin loaded 
CHSA nanoparticles were 130 nm and their zeta potential were +9. Besides, the 
encapsulation efficiency and drug loading capacity were found to be 85% and 5.8 %, 
respectively. To the best to our knowledge, this is the first time that indirubin has been 
used in albumin nanoparticles. In this study, indirubin loaded CHSA nanoparticles was 
shown can be a potential candidate for drug delivery in the treatment of glioblastoma. 
Moreover, the cationized form allows the chemical agent to be transmitted to the brain. 
Keywords:Brain Tumor; Cationated Human Serum Albumin; Indirubin, 
Glioblastoma; Protein Nanoparticles; Sustained  release. 

 

1.   Introduction 

One of the progressive types of cancer are malignant brain tumors which lead to death in most 
patients approximately one year from the time of diagnosis in early stages [1, 2]. The current 
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treatments normally including brain surgery combined with irradiation treatment with or 
without chemotherapy are restricted due to the tumor's biology and its location in the brain 
within approximately 2 cm of the original lesion [2, 3]. Despite the recent advancements in 
new chemotherapeutic agents and regimens for cancer treatment in other parts of the body [4], 
chemotherapy of brain tumors has been poor due to the blood-brain barrier (BBB)[5]. 
The BBB is essential for the maintenance of the neuroparenchymal environment, however, 
represents a barrier to the entrance of therapeutically drugs [6]. The BBB includes various cell 
types such as pericytes, astrocytes, endothelial and microglial cells[6]. The tight junction 
proteins between the brain capillary endothelial cells are mainly responsible for static barrier 
properties, resulting in the poor transfer of almost all drugs [6]. Besides, ATP-binding cassette 
efflux transporter P-glycoprotein play a key role to transport the huge chemotherapeutic 
agents and hydrophobic compounds outside the brain capillary endothelial cells[7, 8]. To 
overcome this problem, the nanostructure can be used as colloidal drug carriers to enhance the 
bioavailability of drugs by increasing their diffusion through biological membranes and 
protect them against enzymes. Among colloidal drug carrier systems, protein-based 
nanoparticles have attracted great attention due to certain advantages such as higher stability, 
being non-antigenic and non-toxic and their easy to scale up during manufacture [8-12].  
Human serum albumin (HSA), the most abundant plasma protein, is considered as a non-
toxic, non-immunogenic and biodegradable protein carrier with a half-life of almost 19 days, 
which is soluble in water allowing ease of delivery by injection [2, 8, 13, 14]. Therefore, 
many metabolic compounds and therapeutic drugs can be transported by this nano-carrier due 
to size and abundance. It can be also considered as a nano-carrier for the administration of 
higher doses of a chemotherapeutic agent for cancer patients with improving anticancer 
efficacy without increasing side effects [13, 15]. Kim et al. [16] reported that curcumin loaded 
HSA nanoparticles with size distribution of 130–150 nm have higher therapeutic effects than 
curcumin in tumor tissues of mice without inducing toxicity. It can be attributed to the ability 
of albumin to cross the endothelial cells membrane. In our previous work [2], we also 
reported that imatinib base loaded HSA nanoparticles can be introduced as a potential 
candidate for drug delivery in the treatment of glioblastoma due to greater cytotoxicity effect 
on U87MG glioblastoma cells in comparison with lonely imatinib base. 
The cellular uptake albumin can be increased by cationic modification [17]. Cationic bovine 
serum albumin (CBSA), a typical example of absorptive mediated transcytosis, is considered 
as a potential brain targeting carrier [18-20] due to interaction of the positive charge around 
the albumin with the negative surface of the brain capillary endothelium [21], leading to 
across the BBB. Cationized albumin was used for β-endorphin to cross the BBB[22, 23]. 
Brain uptake of β-endorphin enhanced after conjugation with cationized albumin. Researchers 
evaluated the siRNA delivery system to treat metastatic lung cancer [24, 25] and the 
modification of serum albumin with the cationic groups allows control and surface charge for 
optimized drug delivery. Such modification also leads to more efficient targeted delivery 
systems without increasing the toxicity [18, 26]. 
The homogenizing valve is usually used for cationization which contains a pump that 
conducts fluid under pressure through a small orifice between the valve [27].   
In the process of drug synthesis industrially, the high-pressure homogenizer (HPH) is an 
important especially tool for size reduction, mixing, and stabilization of dispersions such as 
macro- and micro- emulsions, and suspensions.  High local stresses created by HPH causes an 
effective decline in particle size. Another feature is its ability to scaling up due to continuous 
production[28, 29]. In HPH the liquid premix is passed through a narrow split under high 
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pressure. This premix could be a coarse emulsion, micro-suspension, or dispersion[30]. The 
essential factor for size reduction and droplet breakup is homogenizing pressure. when the 
premix passes under high pressure through a small orifice [30]. During the transmission of 
liquids through the HPH, the collected molecules that are associated with both the liquid and 
solid interacting could change the molecular dynamics of liquids[30, 31]. Understanding the 
importance of HPH processing parameters is essential due to the impact of these changes on 
physicochemical properties such as size, dispersion index (PDI) and surface charge, which 
affects the stability and cellular uptake[32]. 

The special and correct connection of molecular fluids transferred through the HPH device 
causes the development of colloidal formulation with eligible pharmaceutical 
applications[30]. 

Indirubin, the active ingredient of the Danggui Longhui Wan, is a bis-indole compound 
and protein kinase inhibitor [33, 34].  The drug has different pharmacological effects, 
including anticancer, anti-metastatic and anti-inflammatory properties [33, 35] . In the clinical 
setting, it is used to treat chronic myelocytic leukemia [33, 34]. It has been also shown to have 
considerable antiproliferative properties and induce apoptosis in multiple tumor cell types 
such as cervical, liver, and lymphoma cell lines [35]. Besides, drugs of the indirubin family 
may improve therapeutic effect in glioblastoma owing to the inhabitation of two major 
hallmarks of the malignancy, tumor-cell invasion and angiogenesis, through the effects on cell 
migration. Therefore, indirubins can be considered as high potential for glioma treatment by 
affecting tumor and endothelial compartments [36]. In this work, we synthesize CHSA 
nanoparticle using desolvation and nanoparticle albumin bound (nab) technology methods to 
improve the surface chemistry of albumin. We investigate the possibility of loading indirubin 
in nano-carriers of albumin and surveyed factors related to the degree of encapsulation and 
release, how the drug was released. Since indrobin is first loaded on a nano-carrier protein we 
were able to obtain good results in terms of size, zeta potential, drug loading, release. 

2.   Materials and methods 

Albumin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA) and indirubin from Baoji Guokang Bio-
Technology Co Ltd (China). Cell lines were obtained from the National Cell bank (NCBI) of 
Pasteur Institute (Iran). Ethylene diamine(EDA), hydrochloric acid (HCl), sodium acetate, 
acetic acid glacial and 1-Ethyl-3- (3-dimethyl aminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDAC) 3-(4, 5-
dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) were bought from Sigma-
Aldrich (USA).  
2-1. Preparation of indirubin-CHSA nanoparticles  
CHSA was prepared according to the described method by Thole [37]. Briefly, the pH of 50 
ml EDA solution (0.9 M) was adjusted to 4.75 and 800 µl HSA solution 50% (m/v) was 
slowly added in an ice bath and pH of final mixture set to 4.75 again. acetone solution as the 
solvent of indirubin and 72 mg from EDAC were added while stirring at an ice bath for 2 
hours. The reaction was terminated by adding 260 µl  of 4 M acetate buffer (pH 4.75) and 
extensively dialyzed against double deionized water and homogenized by High-Pressure 
Homogenizer (IKA, LABOR PILOT 2000Bar, Germany) as much as 2000 psi for nine cycles.  
The obtained nanoparticles were concentrated with an AmiconR Ultra-15 centrifugal filter 
device. The resulting colloid was rotary evaporated to remove acetone at 25°C for 15 minutes. 
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The solvent was removed by lyophilization for 24 hr, at −55 °C and the powder of obtained 
indirubin-HAS nanoparticles was stored at 4°C for the long-time storage.  
2-2. Characterization of indirubin-CHSA nanoparticles  
Particle size and zeta potential measurements: The mean diameter of indirubin–CHSA 
nanoparticles was measured via the dynamic light scattering (DLS) method (Malvern 
Zetasizer ZEN 3600). The samples were diluted with double deionized water at a ratio of 1 to 
10 and measured at 25 °C with a scattering angle of 90°. Then the zeta potential was 
determined using electrophoretic laser Doppler anemometry using a zeta potential analyzer 
(Malvern Zetasizer ZEN 3600) and the size distribution was determined using a 
polydispersity index (PI). IEF analysis. CHSA was characterized according to the PI with an 
LKB Multiphor II isoelectric focusing (IEF) apparatus (Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) which 
is equipped with AmpholineTM PAG plates and a pH gradient from 3.5 to 9.5 (GE 
Healthcare, Amersham, UK) to verity the cationation of CHSA. NaOH and H3PO4 solutions 
were used as cathode and anode, respectively SEM analysis. The morphology of nanoparticles 
was carried out by scanning electron microscopy (Hitachi S-4700 FE-SEM; Tokyo, Japan) 
after sputtering with gold . 
Determination of drug encapsulation efficiency and drug loading capacity: The indirubin 
encapsulation efficiency was defined as the weight fraction of the indirubin loaded CHSA. To 
measure the encapsulation efficiency, 1mg of indirubin loaded CHSA nanoparticles was 
dissolved in 10 ml of ethyl acetate/propanol (9:1, v/v) and sonicated for 30 minutes for the 
extraction of indirubin. The amount of indirubin in the solution was measured using UV-
visible spectroscopy (Optizeri 2120 UV plus). The results were compared with the standard 
curve and extended to 10 ml supernatant and the encapsulation efficiency (EE%) was 
calculated using the following equations. 
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EE% is considered as the ratio of the weight of indirubin encapsulated into a CHSA to the 
total indirubin added whereas drug loading capacity is the ratio of the indirubin to the weight 
of the total CHSA. 
The loading capacity (LC%) was determined as the following formula: 
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The drug release profile of the indirubin loaded CHSA nanoparticles: To understand the 
model of indirubin release from CHSA nanoparticle, 2 mg/ml indirubin-CHSA nanoparticles 
were solved in double deionized water. Subsequently, the prepared sample was inserted into a 
dialysis bag and immersed in 100 ml PBS at 37 °C (pH 7.4) for 24 hours under constant 
stirring with a shaking rate of 100 rpm. 2 ml of the sample was drawn out from the medium at 
spesific hours intervals and the same volume of fresh medium was added. Each sample was 
mixed with 6 ml of ethyl acetate, vortexed for 12 minutes and centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 5 
min. Then, the obtained supernatant was characterized three times for each sample using UV-
vis spectroscopy with the absorbance at 290 nm (Optizeri 2120 UV plus) to measure the 
concentration of the released drug. 
 
3.   Results and discussion 
3.1.   Characterization of the indirubin loaded CHSA nanoparticles using DLS, IEF, SEM, 

and DSC 
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Various methods such as coacervation/desolvation [38],emulsion-based methods [26]and 
nanotechnology albumin-bound [39] have been employed for drug loading into cross-linked 
albumin molecules or on their surface. The main method used in this synthesis is a 
combination of both coacervation/desolvation and nab technology methods. This is because 
nab technology by HPH apparatus acts as a cross-linker instead of toxic glutaraldehyde that 
existing in the coacervation/desolvation method  
DLS analysis demonstrated that the mean sizes of indirubin loaded CHSA nanoparticles were 
130 nm. Also, the SEM image of the indirubin loaded CHSA nanoparticles shows almost 
uniformity shape with the range of 90 to 220 nm (Figure 1a). As shown in Figure 1b, most 
nanoparticles have a size of almost 130 nm which is according to DLS results. According to 
the literature, in the most solid tumors, nanoparticles with the size of even 300 nm can 
extravasate into the tumor interstitial through the hyper permeable vasculature in the most 
solid tumors [40] and the nanoparticles with the size of even larger than 200 nm were also 
used to transport drugs to the BBB [6]. Therefore, indirubin loaded CHSA nanoparticles with 
a size of 130 nm can be suitable for drug delivery across BBB. Researchers stated in synthesis 
with the HPH, the particle size of CHSA NP was impressively large (about ~800 nm) [41]. 
We also saw the same result; they filtered by 200 nm pore size, to reach the average size of 
198nm. (Byeon et al. 2016). 

 
Figure 1: (a,b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) picture of indirubin loaded CHSA 

 
Figure 2: Particle size distribution histogram indicating expected particle size diameters  

 
Moreover, the zeta potential of indirubin loaded CHSA nanoparticles increase from negative 
values of native HSA approximately -21.4 ± 1.3 mV to positive values +9 ± 0.5 mV which 
can confirm the cationized HSA due to the presence of positive charges. This value still is 
appropriate (within 10 mV) with the optimal zeta potential for in vivo transmission and 
delivery of nano-carriers [20].  
Therefore, indirubin loaded CHSA can be electrostatically bound to the negatively charged 
residues on the BBB. The literature indicates that the cationic albumin surface undergoes 
absorptive mediated transcytosis of nanoparticles [42]. PI of cationized proteins was assessed 
by immobilized pH gradient gels in an IEF apparatus  which showed a shift in the PI value of 
native albumin approximately 4.0 to about 9 for the cationized form Figure 3. (IEF Marker 
Figure 3) 
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Figure 3: IEF strip of CHSA nanoparticles and IEF Marker. 

 
3.2.   Investigation of encapsulation efficiency, drug loading capacity, and release profile 
EE% and LC% are considered as two important parameters in drug delivery. The EE% and 
LC% were 85% and 5.8%, respectively. The release profile of indirubin loaded CHSA 
nanoparticles were investigated in vitro at 37 ºC in PBS at pH 7.4. The results demonstrated 
that the indirubin release from CHSA nanoparticle was about 35%, 67% and 82% after 4, 10 
and 18 hours, respectively which indicated a fairly slow release profile and a sustained release 
of indirubin from the CHSA nanoparticles. Half of the drug content was released at the first 4 
hours. The release profiles were similar to imatinib loaded HSA [2] and aspirin loaded HSA 
nanoparticles [43]. Also, the release results were similar to CPT loaded BSA-PMMA 
nanoparticles which were investigated by Maofang Hua [44]. However, in this study, the 
initial drug release is slower for the structure of the polymer but the major of the drug in both 
models is released within 20 hours (Figure 5).  
 

 
Figure 5: The release profile of indirubin from CHSA nanoparticle 

 
The standard curve of DMSO/indirubin solutions is shown in Figure 6  
 

 
Figure 6: Standard curve of indirubin-DMSO Solution 

 
3-3. Increase solubility of indirubin in water solution  
Free indirubin is sparingly soluble in aqueous solutions. While macroscopic undissolved 
components of the indirubin can be seen in the solution (Figure 7a); but, indirubin-albumin 
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nanoparticles solution is clear by light pink color. We used a higher concentration of free 
indirubin and no observed mild pinkish color in water (Figure 7b). 
 

 

 
Figure 7: Increased solubility of the drug in an aqueous medium in nanoparticle form 

 
4.   Conclusions 
This study investigated indirubin-CHSA NP as an effective drug for treating brain tumors. 
Indirubin is introduced as a useful anti-cancer, anti-metastatic and anti-inflammatory drug. 
However, the therapeutic effects of anti-cancer drugs decrease for the glioma treatment due to 
ATP-binding cassette efflux transporter P-glycoprotein. Therefore, nanoparticles are proposed 
owing to their tumor-targeting properties and internalization efficiencies. Our experiments 
exhibited that the mean sizes and the PDI of indirubin loaded CHSA nanoparticles, made with 
the new hybrid construction method were 130 nm (range of 90 to 220 nm) and 0.2, 
respectively. The use of the HPH caused uniform structure and size. This method is suitable 
for scaling up in industrial production. Likewise, the zeta potential of the indirubin loaded 
CHSA nanoparticles was positive which indicates the cationized HSA. Our results also 
indicated that the EE% and LC% were 75% and 5.8%, respectively. CHSA had an important 
role in the fairly slow release profile of the indirubin loaded CHSA nanoparticles. These 
nanoparticles had a considerable cytotoxic effect on glioblastoma. As well as increase the 
solubility of the compounds promises to improve the therapeutic effects. Our study showed 
further manipulation of methods may help to improve a clinically acceptable form of drug 
formulation for such disorders. 
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